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Abstract
The aim o f this work is to apply the Kato cusp conditions to Hylleraas type variational 
wave functions and to test the numerical stability o f the integral recursion relations for 
helium and helium-like ions. The Kato cusp conditions are applied from helium (Z=2) up 
to argon (Z=18), then the exact cusp values are compared w ith the cusp values from two 
basis set and three basis set Hylleraas type wave functions. Integral recursion relations 
are calculated for different powers o f ri, r i, and rn  and also for different nonlinear 
parameters (a, P).
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1 Introduction
The understanding and prediction o f the properties o f matter at the atomic level 
represents one o f the great achievements o f the twentieth century. The theory developed 
describes the behaviour o f electrons, atoms, and molecules. The discovery and 
formulation o f the fundamental concepts o f atomic physics in the period 1901 to 1930 by 
such men as Planck, Einstein, Bohr, Heisenberg and Schrodinger caused a revolution in 
the basic concepts o f physics.
The solutions to the wave equation developed by Erw in Schrodinger in  1926 
contain all the physical information that can be known about the system.
ih  = -------------- + (1-1)
dt 2m dr
The Schrodinger equation determines for a ll future time, just as, in classical
mechanics, Newton’s equation determines r  ( t)  for a ll future time.
A fter studying the simplest case, hydrogen, the helium atom is the simplest o f all 
multi-electron atoms. It is composed o f a nucleus w ith an atomic number Z  = 2 and two 
electrons. This system cannot be treated in the same analytic manner as the hydrogenic 
atom due to the interactions between the two electrons. Therefore helium played an 
important role in testing the new quantum theory [1].
Helium is described by the three-particle Schrodinger equation (in atomic 
units, = m = e = 1), (for detailed explanation see part 5.1, the Three Body Schrodinger 
equation)
where q2 = |r i- r 2 | , j u ^ m M / [ m  + M )  is the reduced mass and ^
mass polarization term. I f  jli! M  then the Schrodinger equation becomes
Reproduced with permission o f the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited w ithout permission.
\ l /(r„r^) = Ey/(r „r^)  (1.3)
Hartree [2] and Hylleraas were the firs t to study equation (1.3). Hylleraas used the 
Rayleigh-Ritz variational method to estimate the ground state energy in  1929 [3]. He 
constructed tria l wave functions o f the form
\!/̂  ̂{r^,r^-,a,fi) = ±exchange (1.4)
ijk
where are linear variational coefficients, and {a ,/? } are nonlinear parameters.
A fter many years o f development by other authors, Drake constructed tria l wave 
function composed o f two sets and three sets o f Hylleraas type functions to avoid 
problems o f numerical instability and achieve results o f higher accuracy for the energies 
o f various states o f helium and helium-like ions 
[4, 5, 6, 7].
For a double basis set
¥,r=¥ i {w^cc^ , /3^)  + y/^{r^,r^-,a^,P^) (1.5)
and for a trip le basis set
¥tr=¥M,r2,cCx,Px) + ¥2{w^ai,P2) + ¥i{r\,r2-,a ,̂P^) (1-6)
In each case , the are o f the same form as equation (1.4), but w ith
different and separately optimized values o f a  and .
To get better results, one should understand w ell the wave functions o f helium 
and helium-like ions. The eigenfunctions o f Hamiltonians contain singularities at the 
points o f coordinate space where two or more charged particles coalesce. A t these points 
the Coulomb interaction potential becomes infinite. Information on the eigenfunction is 
needed in choosing good tria l wave functions. Kato understood the nature o f the 
singularities o f the derivative o f the wave functions and published his findings in 1957. 
An analysis o f two particle coalescences in a nonrelativistic Coulomb system leads to the 
Kato cusp condition [8].
dy>
dr,V V y, 0
= (1-7)
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where y/ is the wave function averaged over an infinitesim al sphere centered at
Tj2  = |ri-r2|=0, //; = -------—  is the reduced mass o f two charges . Inclusion o f
m̂  + nij
functions w ith such cusps in tria l wave functions dramatically improved the rate o f 
convergence o f Rayleigh-Ritz variational calculations [9].
This work is concerned w ith the singularities o f firs t derivatives o f the 
eigenfunctions cusps and integral recursion relations for helium and helium -like ions in 
nonrelativistic quantum mechanics. We tested our wave functions near points where the 
electron-electron and electron-nucleus separations are small. The cusp condition for our 
wave functions is (equivalent to equation (1.7))
Furthermore integral recursion relations o f helium and helium -like ions are 
studied for two reasons. First, they are useful in  calculating the non-singular part o f the 
integral for negative powers o f ■ Second, recursion relations often become numerically 
unstable for at least same values o f the parameters. The study presented here w ill be 
lim ited to powers o f w ith c > - l  in  order to assess the numerical stability. To 
determine the Hamiltonian and the overlap matrix elements we have to evaluate the 
integrals o f basis frmctions o f the form
I=^dry / * { r^ , r^ ) l / { r^ , r j )  (1.9)
Basic radial integrals are evaluated and other radial integrals found through the 
application o f radial recurrence relations [10]. Integral recursion relations are o f the form 
(for details, see section 5.3.2)
{ a ,b - \ ) - 2 p b ln - i  { a , b - 2 ) ^ b { b - 1 ) / „ _ 2  (a ,6 - 3 ) ]  (1. 10)
valid for b > \ ,  where a, b and n are the powers o f the radial distances.
/„  [a,b)  = (1.11)
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2 Historical Survey
The cusps o f the eigenfunctions o f the helium atom have been studied since the 1930’s. 
Gronwall [11] did some work on a transformation o f the helium wave equation into a 
simple form, and then made an extensive study o f the wave equation in order to learn 
about the nature o f the solutions. Bartlett [12] also continued to work along these lines, 
but these did not lead to any positive mathematical results.
Kato was the firs t to understand the nature o f the cusps o f the wave functions and 




where (f) is an eigenfunction o f ( i7 - £ ') ^  = 0 and ^  is the average o f (j) over a small
sphere about the cusp. These conditions give some rigorous information on the exact cusp 
o f the eigenfunction o f the helium and helium like ions. Assuming infin ite  nuclear mass, 
the constant y is equal to 1/2 for the electron-electron coalescence and equal to -Z  for 
the electron-nucleus coalescence. For the hydrogen molecule, the same electron-electron 
cusp condition has been found by Kolos and Roothaan [13].
Bingel [14], in  1963, studied the coalescence o f an electron w ith a nucleus having 
atomic number Z in a polyatomic molecule and indicated that the Kato eusp equation w ill 
be valid w ith y  = - Z . Bingel has also integrated the cusp equation and removed the 
requirement o f averaging to obtain an expansion o f the form
^  = = 0 ) [1 + 7^12+ri2*Ui2+0(ri^2) (2-2)
where Ujj is a vector that depends on the other particles in the system and is not specified 
by the singularity at = 0.
Pack and Byers Brown [15] have derived the two particle cusp conditions w ith the 
new features, (a) the infin ite  mass approximation is not required; (b) the wave function is 
not spherically averaged; (c) the wave function can have a node at the cusp and; (d) the 
consequences o f the two particles being identical are examined. In addition, they have 
discussed the electron-nucleus cusp conditions for a diatomic molecule AB w ith fixed
Reproduced with permission o f the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited w ithout permission.
internuclear distance R. The coalescence o f electron 1 w ith nucleus A  (rj„ = O), and 
assuming the wave function does not vanish at the nuclei, they reached the follow ing
form
Taking spherical average about nucleus A, they had the Kato cusp condition
= - Z a^a
(2.3)
(2.4)
Hoffmann-Ostenhof and Seiler [16], in  1981 gave exact cusp conditions for the 
coalescence o f k electrons at an atomic nucleus or elsewhere and extensions to molecular 
systems, w ith the infin ite nuclear mass approximation. They used 2 k dimensional
spherical coordinates and defined(xj,.. . , )  = i?<y, where = ' ^ x f  and o) is the
/=i
angular part. Further, y  = (x^^j,...,x„) and Z)̂  denote the set o f all y  e for which
X, ^  X for k + \ < i , j < n ,  and x, 0 for A: +1 < / < n . Let ' denote the unit sphere in
91̂  ̂ w ith the surface a^j^_i-27r^^'^/r(3k/2) is 
{R^y) = ¥  (Ro), y)dco (2.5)
The cusp condition for coalescence points
dR
/ f l = 0
-Zk +
k { k - \ )
2 V 2




T (2 ) - .-L - rzz e
where T is the gamma function and y  is the Euler constant.
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For A: = 2 , the constant on the right hand side o f equation (1.15) equa ls|32 /^15/A ^;^jj,
this differs from Kato’s result due to the different way o f averaging o f i j / . They also 
showed that due to the Pauli principle, a wave function (//■ o f an « electron system 
vanishes at coalescence points o f more than two electrons.
Johnson [17] has continued working along the same line as Hoffmann-Ostenhof 
and Seiler. He extended their results in two aspects: (1) the part o f H  due to the uniform 
motion o f the center o f mass is eliminated by an orthogonal transformation o f coordinates 
and (2) the masses and charges are all allowed to differ.
Myers, Umrigar, Sethna and Morgan II I [9] have developed an exponential 
representation o f the Fock expansion which satisfies the Kato cusp conditions for two 
particle coalescence. They have verified that a tria l wave function that fails to obey the 
cusp conditions w ill suffer a diverging local energy as the two particles approach each 
other. They have found the three particle coalescence o f the form
\  J l- r |2 -v  ^
Krivec, Mandelzweig and Vorga [18] have obtained local properties and accuracy 
o f the Ps~, positronium minus is the bound state o f two electrons and a positron, ground 
state wave functions by the stochastic variational method (SVM) and by the help o f the 
correlation-function hyperspherical-harmonic method (CFHHM). The CFHHM is the 
only method that claims to have precision comparable w ith variational calculations but 
that also generates the correct analytic structure o f the wave function, including 
logarithmic terms and imposing exactly the Kato cusp conditions. In  the CFHHM [19] 
the wave function is o f the form,
^  CFHHM (2.8)
where /  is the correlation function and O is a smooth function expandable in 
hyperspherical harmonics.
/  = (2-9)
k = \
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where ^  are equilibrium  interparticle distances, n̂ . are small numbers, and are the 
cusp parameters. A ll /  parametrizations satisfy the Kato cusp conditions exactly, and 
are free parameters, some o f which are fixed by asymptotic conditions.
Some other scientists have attempted to derive cusp conditions for particle 
densities [20, 21]. March, Howard, Senet, and Van Doren [22] have obtained nuclear 
cusp conditions for the fu ll electron-electron interaction energy density.
Finally, Drake, Cassar and Nistor [7] have showed that the Kato cusp conditions 
provide a very useful test o f the accuracy o f the variational wave function.
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3 Variational Principle
Variational methods are very important in  theoretieal physies. For example, they are 
applied in Lagrangian mechanics and in the application o f variational principles to 
quantum mechanics. The origin o f variational principles dates back to Thales (c.600 
B.C.), Pythogoras (c.550 B.C.) and Aristotle (384-322 B.C.) [23].
More recently, Fermat has studied the principle in  geometrical optics and stated
[24]:
‘The actual path between two points taken by a beam o f ligh t is the one which is 
traversed in the least tim e.’
Furthermore Galileo, Newton and Leibniz worked on this and developed other 
versions o f variational principles. The key theorem o f the calculus o f variations is the 
Euler-Lagrange equation. This corresponds to the stationary condition on a functional
[25]
(3.1)
where is a function o f indicated variables y^ y x ~ ^  ^2
fixed end points, but the dependence o f y  on x is not fixed. It means that although the 
integral is from Xj toXj the exact path o f integration is not known. The variational
principle is that we choose the path o f integration from points (x i,y i)  to (x 2 ,y 2 ) to
m in im ize/(F igure  1)
A
Y(x)
Figure 1: Illustration o f the actual path y(x) and the varied path connecting fixed end 
points
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where r j [x )  is the arbitrary deformation o f the path and £• is a scale factor. Applying the 
variational principle to equation (3.1), gives
d J { s )
ds
=  0 (3.2)
£•=0
The condition for the existence o f a stationary value can be satisfied only if,
d f  d d f
dy dxdy^
(3.3)
known as the Euler-Lagrange equation.
The variational principle is the starting point for almost a ll methods whose 
objective is to find an approximate solution to the Schrodinger equation [26].
The expression for the expectation value o f the Hamiltonian H  is
E = vp If/ (3.4)
Now consider the expectation value o f the Hamiltonian (JT) = E ['T ] that is a functional 
o f the wave function, and make a small variation to the state vector [27]:
■ |T ^ )^ |T ^ ) + |(5^) (3.5)
Then the change in E  is given by 
5E = E [ ¥  + m > ] - E \ ^ ]
(T  + ̂ | T  + (5T) (t |t )
+ (t It/ I t ) , ,  , , , , , ,  , (3.6)
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where represents the higher order in  ^ . Ignoring changes that are second
order or higher in  <5T, is stationary. Thus = 0 , when |t ) is an eigenstate
o f Hamiltonian and the eigenvalue is £ '[^ ]  •
3.1 Matrix Equivalency
In this section, we show that the variational principle is equivalent to the solution to a 
matrix eigenvalue problem.
We can write a tria l wave function as
= (3.7)
k=\
where (|)̂ . are the arbitrary basis set functions (subject to integrability and suitable 
boundary conditions) and are the linear coefficients. Since E depends on the linear 
parameters , the variational principle becomes
BE
S E , = ^ S a , = 0  (3.8)
da,
then substitute equation (3.7) into equation (3.4) to obtain
X J/ XJ/
^  t r \  ^  t r
(3.9)
Also we can write this in the form [28]
a*a H-.i  ̂ J U (3.10)
where Hy = {<j). and Oy = • Then taking the derivative w ith respect to a, ,
we can write as
10
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using equation (3.9) we can write equation (3.11) in  the form
(3.11)
SE,, _ H i  ^ ik   ̂ H i  2̂)
da, y  a ;a ,0„  ̂ " ' Y ^ . a : a p ,
^ i j  ‘ J y ^ i j  ‘ J V
From the variational principle this should be zero, so that
y  a'a O y  a'a OAuij I J ij L^ij I J u
E ,% ;/ / , * - ( £ „ ) Z ,% ,A = o  (3.13)
E , " “ 'A « - - eA ) = o
Taking the complex conjugate o f the last line, we get
= « (3.14)
where H*, -  -  0 „  and E„ -  E*„ [28]. We can write equation (3.14) explicitly in
the form
+ ~ E„ {aP^^ a^Oyi +... + aP-^P
(3.15)
^\^N\ ■*" ̂ l^N2 + ••• + ̂ N^NN ~ E,r {aPf^l + + ••• + )
I f  we write this in  matrix form, we have
11
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H n  • • • ^ 1 2
7 / 2 2  • • •  H , ,
=  K
6 ^ 2 1 O 2 2 6 ^ 2  V
. H n m _ O m ^N 2 ^N N  _
(3.16)
We can write this in  more convenient way:
Ha = Oa
where denote the matrix elements o f H, and sim ilarly for 0-..
(3.17)
3.2 Rayleigh -  Ritz Variational Principle
The Rayleigh-Ritz variational principle can be expressed as:
The expectation value o f a Hamiltonian H  calculated using a tria l wave function 
is never lower in value than the true ground state energy, , which is the exact
eigenvalue corresponding to true ground state wave function, .
The proof is as follows.
Starting w ith equation (3.7), we can expand an arbitrary tria l function in terms o f the
exact eigenfunctions y/̂  according to 'R,,. = ^  â y/  ̂ where Hy/. = E.y/^. We can put this
;=1
into the equation (3.4) to give:
y=o k = o  
7=0
CO 2
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Using equation (3.19) along w ith the equation (3.18) proves that the tria l energy is no 
lower than the exact eigenenergy
00 2
tr 0 ^ 1  7 o ;  ^ 3 2 0 )
This very important result is called the Rayleigh-Ritz variational principle. It also shows 
that i f  we have better tria l wave functions the energy w ill necessarily be lower, but s till 
above E  ̂ [29].
13
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4 Cusp Theory
Eigenfunctions o f the Hamiltonian for helium and helium like ions contain cusps in 
coordinate space where two or more charged particles coalesce and the resulting potential 
energy becomes in finite. Information on the cusps o f the eigenfunctions is beneficial in 
choosing good tria l wave functions because we know the exact cusp values [ 8 ],
4.1 Assumptions and Results
The Hamiltonian for our system can he written in the form
= Z V  + W '(r„...,r,) (4.1)
(=1 V (=1 /
where is the three dimensional position vector o f the i-th  particle, for / = 1 , . . s and
the are related to the particle masses, and the term m ultiplied by //q corresponds to
mass polarization terms that came from the transformation to the centre o f mass plus 
relative coordinates. For example, for helium
= V j.V^ (4.2)
where {m^ + M ) is the reduced electron mass and M is  the nuclear mass.
is the Coulomb potential, and fV is the sum o f the terms such as 
e, / r  and c., / r, where e,, are constant and r, = Irl, r, = r -  r, . ̂  ̂ V U ' V  ‘ 1 M y [ ‘ 7 I
Then we can write W in  the form
W (r. , . . . , r j  + J  Eg, (^ ) + ̂  ̂  (r. ~ 0 )  (4-3)
/=1 i<J
where
(i) ITJ) is a real valued measurable function, bounded in  the 3 s -  dimensional 
configuration space.
14
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( ii)  for each i, j  w ith 0 < i < j< s ,  the F̂  ̂(r)a re  real valued, measurable functions,
defined in  the three-dimensional space, which vanish outside some sphere and satisfy
(r)| dr <co (4.4)
where <r is a fixed constant and cr > 2 .
The Coulomb potential satisfies these assumptions. The function 1/ r  itse lf does 
not satisfy the condition (ii), but it can be written as
\ ^ i j { r )  l - 7 ( r )  
r  r  r
where ^ ( r )  is a function equal to 1 for r  < /? ,/? >  0 , and equal to 0 otherwise. Now the
firs t term o f the equation (4.4) satisfies the condition ii)  w ith any cr such that 2 < cr < 3, 
and the second term can be absorbed in a common term which is bounded. 
Furthermore, i f  equation (4.3) is true for somecr, it  is true for sm alle rcr>0 , because 
V̂j ( r )  are assumed to vanish outside o f the sphere.
We have an eigenfunction (j) which is differentiable and satisfies the differential 
equation
H(I> = X(I) (4.6)
where 1 is the eigenvalue. This equation is true in any region o f the configuration space 
where the potential is regular [30]. However, here we are looking for the behaviour o f (j) 
at the singular points o f the potential.
Before stating the results, it is convenient to use the follow ing abbreviations. A  function 
(p is iCg) i f  it  is uniform ly Holder continuous w ith exponent^ That is, i f  there exists 
constants C and 6, Q < 9  < \  such that
K ^ ) - « > ( e ) b c ( p e ) '’ (4.?)
where P, Q are any two points in  the configuration space and is the distance
between them. S im ilarly p is (C^) i f  a ll firs t order partial derivatives o f (p exist and 
(Cg). Note that (p is (C^) for any 9 w ith a < 9  < j5 . This implies that (p is (C^) for 
any 9 w ith max (O, a ) < ^  < min ( l, .
15
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For the completeness o f this thesis we followed Kato’s paper published in 1957 [ 8 ].
Theorem I  Let the potential W he given by equation (4.2) with conditions i), ii). Then all 
eigenfunctions are bounded and are (Q )  with anyQ < l - 'h !  a . I f  a  >3, they are (C^) 
with any 6 < \ - 3 ! <j.
The case in which cr is smaller than 3 corresponds to the Coulomb potential. Theorem I 
presents that the eigenfunctions are (Q )  w ith any <9<1, but it  does not say anything 
about derivatives. W, the generalized Coulomb potential can be written in the equation 
(4.2) where Wo satisfies i) and 17 satisfy the follow ing condition:
( i i ' ) for each 0  < i < j  <s, ( r ) is in the form
V A r) = e , ^ - y ; i r )  (4.S)
where the ê j are constants, 7 7 ( r )  is the same function in equation (5.4) and 
VI ( r )  satisfies ii)  w ith some cr > 3.
We call any point where at least one o f the r̂  or vanishes a Coulomb singular point. 
These points form (3s -  3) dimensional hyper planes, the number o f which is 
l /2 (s {s  + l) ) .
Theorem I I  Let W be a generalized Coulomb potential. Then a ll eigenfunctions are 
continuous and have derivatives o f firs t order except at the Coulomb singular points; 
these derivatives are bounded.
To get more details on the nature o f the singularities o f the eigenfunctions, we have to 
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where / = 5 '. This transforms each o f the three sets o f coordinates x^,yj,z. into
themselves and in the same way [31]. Note that this linear transformation does not 
change the square integrability and the properties (C ^), (C^) o f a function.
Indicating the new coordinates by x = , m = 3s, the configuration space by
, and the H ilbert space {E^^ o f all square integrable functions by , we can write 
the equation (4.1) as
H  = -E  + W {x) (4.10)
where
m q2
W {x) = W ,{x) + Y ,V ,{x)
i=\
The correspond to and o f equation (4.2), and
i = andM  = ̂ 5 ‘(5 + l) .
F '(x ) keep their original simple structure. For each (i), there is a three-dimensional 
subspace o f E^ such that (x ) is a function o f the projection o f x onto the subspace. 
This means that there is an orthogonal transformation o f x = (x ^ ...,x „ ) w ith  respect to i, 
such that FJ (x ) have the form
Vi{x) = V^{x^,X2,x^) (4.12)
where x = (x j,...,x ^ ) is the new coordinate system. Also note that the Laplacian A does
not change in this transformation and the functions have the same property as V̂j o f 
equation (4.2).
jjlF^XpX jjX j)! cAjC&jC&j < 00 (4.13)
where cr > 3. S im ilarly we can write F' in  the form
17
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where r  - {^xf + x^+ x^^  , e,. is a constant, and f j ( r )  is a sim ilar function to r ] { r ) .
The right-hand side o f equation (4.11) is called the canonical form  o f V̂ , and the 
corresponding coordinate system a canonical system for V̂ . So x = (x i,...,x^ )  is a 
canonical coordinate system for V- , we w ill call firs t three coordinates x^,x^,x^ internal 
and the rest x^,...,x^ external coordinates w ith respect to V-. The derivatives w ith 
respect to Xj,X2 ,X3 w ill be called internal and the rest external derivatives o f .
Now we can express supplementary theorems for Theorems I and II:
Theorem la  Let, in Theorem I, c r>2.  Then any eigenfunction ^  is the sum o f
M  = ^s{^s + \) terms such that, fo r  each i, is (Q )  with any 6 < 2 - 2 ! a ,
and a ll external derivatives o f f  with respect to V. exist and are (C^) with any 
0 < 3 - 6 / a .
We get somewhat more detailed information on eigenfunctions from  this theorem, but it 
is not beneficial unless we also know something about the internal derivatives o f each .
Theorem Ila  Let W be a generalized Coulomb potential. Then any eigenfunction (j) is
the sum o f M+1 functions with the fo llow ing properties:
(1) (/)q is {C'g) fo r  any 0 < 1 - 3 ! a .
(2) I f  x = [x^,...,x^) is a canonical coordinate system fo r  f ,  then f  is a
function o f only m -  2 variables r  = (^xf + x^ +x^'j , X4 ,...,x „, and f  is (C^) in





M - l  If
18
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For A = 1,2,3, the internal derivatives d(f)̂ ! dx̂ . are continuous for r  > 0 , but in  general 
discontinuous for r  = 0. This discontinuity transfers to the internal derivatives o f (j) w ith 
respect to V., but the other terms are continuously differentiable at
the point ( 0 , 0 , 0 ,X4 ,...,x „,), unless this point is a Coulomb singular point also for one o f 
the other term o f the potential. This occurs only when (x 4 ,...,x ,„)is  a subset o f lower 
dimension. Except that the internal derivatives o f (p itse lf behave for r  ^  0 as
| ^  = a ,,(x 4 ,...,x „) + | ' ^ ' |  ^  + 0 ( r^ )  (4.16)
for each fixed (x 4 ,...,x„,) . This shows that {d(!)̂  /  has a meaning independent o f the 
decomposition which was not uniquely determined by the properties
stated in Theorem Ila.
(5^, is a very important quantity generating the measure o f the discontinuity o f
d(f)ldx^. From equation (4.15) this is equal to (5^, I dr ] , where ^  is the average value
\  /  r=0
o f (j) taken over the sphere r  = const, for fixed values o f (x 4 ,...,x „) . Note that this 
quantity {d ^Jd r^   ̂== {d(j)̂  / dr)^^^ is proportional to . Now we have
Theorem I lb  Let W be a generalized Coulomb potential and let (xp ...,x „)h e  a 
canonical system fo r  V.. Then
^ d £  
dr
V / r = 0
= ^e,yJ(0,0,0,X4,...,x^) (4.17)
except at some points (x 4 ,...,x„,) o f a set o f lower dimension. Here ^  is defined as above 
and ^  is the constant appearing in equation (4.13).
19
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Theorems Ila  and lib  give some information about the nature o f the singularities o f the 
eigenfunctions. For the one particle system, .s = 1, the right-hand side o f the equation
(4.16) is equal to ^^{z i(0 ,0 ,0 ).
I f  we apply equation (4.16) to the case s = 2, we have the Hamiltonian
H  = - A ^ - A ^ + ^  + ̂  + ̂
6  ^ 2  6 2
(4.18)
Then we have V̂ = e ^ T ] /r^ etc. w ith respect to equation (4.4). V̂ and Fj are in the 




■^1 '̂ 9where (j) and (j) are the average o f (j) for = const, and = const, respectively.
To check the singular points at = 0 , we have the orthogonal transformation
»i = 2 - '" ( r , - r , ) ,  i i= 2 - ''" ( r ,+ r , )  (4.20)
We can write 1 ) 2  l^e canonical form
Vu =
^ 1 2  6





: 2 l / 2 d
dr.
(4.21)
T ( 0 , ii)  = 4 , { r ' ‘X X ' ' % y  A  h r ,  + + r ,)  I (4.22)
12
20




r, +  T2 0 (4.23)
where (j) is the average o f (j) over the sphere -  const, w ith a fixed value o f r^+r^. 
The equations (4.18) and (4.22) give us some rigorous information on the exact cusp o f 
the eigenfunction o f a two particle system.
21
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5 Helium Problem
5.1 Three -  Body Schrodinger Equation
The Schrodinger equation for helium and helium-like ions can be written as [1]
T  = (5.1)
2 M  2m 2m |R o -R i| IR 0 - R 2 I IR 1 - R 2 I
where Rq is the position vector o f the nucleus o f mass M  , R j and R j are position
vectors o f the two electrons, and m is the electron mass. We can make the standard 
transformation to the center o f mass frame as follows [32]
^  - ' ^ ^ 0  + + ̂ ® ^ 2
(M  + 2 wj)a^
(R ,-R n )r, = 1 -^ — ^  (5.2)
a
* •2
where is the position o f the center o f mass from origin, Tj and are the position 
o f the two-electrons relative to the nucleus. Also //  = mM !{m + M )  is the reduced mass, 
a ^ = { m l  /j)aQ is the reduced Bohr radius and - { j f  /  me^^ We can write the
differential operators as
V = ^  - V , - V ,
M  + 2m
Tfl
V;, - V ,  (5.3)
M  + 2m
= — - — ̂ M  + 2m "
Inserting these into the three-body Schrodinger equation and knowing that is an 
ignorable coordinate, we get the dimensionless form o f the Schrodinger equation
22
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-V f - - V i ' V 1 .V 2  —
, 2 M  h ^ 1 2  J
where Eĵ ĵ  ={e^ I a ̂ ^E  and r, 2  = |rj -T j] is the distance between the electrons. Note that 
the unit o f energy is {e^ = 27?^, where m)R^ reduced mass o f Rydberg
and {e^ I = 2R^ is the atomic unit o f energy.
Transforming equation (4.2) into the new coordinate system introduces a cross-term in 
the H a m ilto n ia n (///M )V j.V 2  called the mass polarization term. The factor / / /M  is
responsible for the normal isotope shift, and the mass polarization term causes the 
specific isotope shift.
As a firs t approximation, i f  / / /M  «: 1, we can drop the mass polarization term and obtain
the Schrodinger equation for infin ite  nuclear mass
W{ r „ r , )  = P i { r „ r , )  (5.5)
Due to the 1 / ^ 2  term equation (5.5) and equation (5.4) are not separable and can not be 
solved exactly.
5.2 Trial Wave Functions
Variational calculations for the ground state energy o f the helium atom were initiated in 
1929 by E.A. Hylleraas [3]. Since then, many physicists have contributed improvements 
to the results. D ifferent basis functions have been suggested for variational calculations: 
these include fractional powers, negative powers and logarithms o f the coordinates [32]. 
In  this work, we used the tria l wave functions constructed from sets o f two and three 
Hylleraas basis functions, each o f the form [1, 4, 5, 7, 28, 29]
23
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X { a , p )  = r /r /r ij exp (-a r, - pr-,) (5.6)
where ^^e interelectron coordinate, [ a , p ]  are nonlinear parameters
controlling the distance scales along and separately and i, j,  k are integers.
A  tria l wave function using two sets o f Hylleraas type basis functions is defined by
;+J+k<Q i+j+k<,n
> ' ■ 2 ) =  E  E
i,j,k ij,k
± exchange
where are linear variational parameters for each combination o f powers, again 
CTpŷ i and a^,P2 nonlinear parameters. The optimum values o f a^,P^ are close to 
their screened hydrogenic values a ^ - Z and P̂  - { Z - \ ) l n ,  where n is the energy level 
o f the electron. The asymptotic behaviour o f the wave function is described by these 
terms. For Uj ,P2 , their optimum values are much larger and one o f them increases 
nearly linearly w ith Q . This second set describes complex inner correlation effects [1]. 
YÎ l̂ vector coupled products o f spherical harmonics which are o f the form
C {nA)= E r  ('!)>;;■■ |iW > (5.8)
The exchange term has the same functional form, but the roles o f r̂  and r2 are 
interchanged.
Accad, Pekeris and S chiff [33] developed a method for progressively enlarging the basis 
set defined by combinations o f powers [ i , j , k ] .  Their procedure is to include all
combinations o f {i,y , A:} such that
z + 7 +A:<Q  (5.9)
where Q is a gradually increasing integer constant. Then the total number o f terms is 
given by
A  = -^(Q  + l)(Q  + 2 )(Q  + 3) (5.10)
For calculations involving double and trip le basis sets, it  has been found that further 
truncations can be made to reduce the size o f the basis set (and also problems o f linear
24
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dependence) without adversely affecting the accuracy. The omitted terms are
those for which
i < j  (for s-states) 
i + j  + k + \ i -  y| > Q (for the short-range sector) (5-11)
k > K  (for the asymptotic sector)
The firs t condition avoids near linear dependence in the basis set when the electrons are 
equivalent. Kano and Hottori [34] suggested the second condition. For the third 
condition, k  is an integer adjusted by tria l and error. A ll these truncations help to 
preserve the numerical linear independence o f the basis set.
Trial wave functions using three sets o f Hylleraas type basis functions are defined by
'i'tr { ^ ’ ^2) =  ^2 )
3  (+y+i<n CS n t
P= 1 ij,k
where the three sets o f nonlinear parameters. They are for
the asymptotic, intermediate and short-range sectors, respectively, (Z ,r,)^o  ( Z - f r j )
is the screened hydrogenic wave function for nuclear charge Z. this term provides an 
excellent firs t approximation for the Rydberg states, and it does no harm to also include it 
for the ground state o f helium.
5.3 The General integral
We need to calculate both radial and angular parts o f the total integrals to determine the 
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T  ( r „ 2̂ ) = /? (r,,^2 , ri2 ) (/• ,/• ) (5.14)
and is the spherical harmonic.
In Hylleraas coordinates [Figure 2], r^,rj^,ry^,9^,<j\,x ih® ^i^ independent variables for 
our system, where d̂ ,(f)̂  are the spherical polar angles o f , and x  is the angle o f 
rotation o f the rig id  triangle formed by andr,j about the direction.




Figure 2; Hylleraas Coordinates 
The six-dimensional volume element can be transformed to the product o f a three 
dimensional angular integral and a three dimensional radial integral over r,,r2  and as 
[6]
2 fT  2 k  k
J^c/r= jjdrjc/r2 = j c / ^  jc/;^
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5.3.1 Angular integral
The polar angles o f electron 2, 6̂  and , are no longer independent variables in  the 
Hylleraas coordinate system. We can write the spherical harmonic o f the second electron 
in terms
o f a rotation matrix as[35]
C  («2. ) = K .  ( ( 4 ;ir) (5 ■ 1«)
where 0 and (f) are the polar angles o f Tj according to . Then
4/r
2 2 2 r ^ + r ^ - r ^ i  




and Pi (cos^) is a Legendre polynomial. The basic angular integral is [6 ]
(5.19)
The angular integral over vector coupled spherical harmonics can be written [35,36]
(5.20)= ■St (COSS)
where
(2/i + 1) (2/; + 1) (2/2+ 1) (2/; + 1)
4?r
1/2
( - l) " " ^ (2 A  + l)
0 0 0 0 0  0
L i t
1 ‘ ■2 
> If
W i  h
The sum over A includes a ll nonvanishing terms.
(5.21)
5.3.2 Radial Integral
In  this work, the radial part o f the wave function has the form 
i? (r i, r j , rj2 ; a ,
and the basic radial integral in  Hylleraas coordinates is o f the form
(5.22)
27
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CO CO
/q {a ,b ,c ;a , f i )=  j  r^ id r^^r^<2 ^ '“ ''*'■Ph
(5.23)
0 0 \r, - r ,
where a, b, c are integers. Due to the absolute value in the r 2̂ integration lim it, this 
integral is separated into two parts
CO CO ^2
I^ {a ,b ,c ;a ,/3 )=  ^r^dr^^r^dr^ j
0 /•, r̂ -r̂
CO oo
+ 1̂ 2Jrj Jrj J 2̂̂ x2̂  “ ''-ah~Ph





/  \c+2  /  \C'+2
Y + f x )  - Y - r x )
_0 r,c + 2
CO oo
+ \dr^ \dr, I (rj + -  {r, -  )




which can be rewritten using the binomial expansion as
(5.24)
(5.25)
9  [I("')/2 | ] / ^ _ | _ 2  '
h Y ,b ,c - ,a ,p )  = -----  5 ]
C Z /_o 2/ + 1
00 CO CO CO
\dr, + \dr^ \ d r , r / ^ (5.26)
0  ?-j 0  ^2
where |  ]  means greatest integer in.
Finally we use the fallow ing Gamma function and the Incomplete Gamma function F 
[25, p. 590-617]
r(a,x) = 'e ‘dt
X
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ou
r(«)= y - 'e - ‘dt = {n - \ ) \ ,  n = \ X X - (5.29)
where the parameter a is a positive integer.
The solution to the basic integral is [6 ]
+ 2  , = 0
^c + 2 ^
^2i + l j [■̂ a+2 ;+2 ,Z)+c-“2 / + 2
{ a , p )  + F,b + 2 i+ 2 ,a + c -2 i+ 2
where
{ p + j y (  p
\ a  + P j
p + q + 2 z
j= p + q + l
a
^ a  + p ^
2 + 1
q > 0 , p > 0
q < Q,p > 0  
p < Q
(5.31)
Equation (5.30) is valid for a > -1 ,6 > - l , c > 1. Terms p < 0  represents divergent parts 
which cancel from convergent differences between integrals w ith the same a  and P . 
This formula is certain to be numerically stable because all the terms in  the summation 
have the same sign and there is no possibility o f numerical cancellations.
In reference [6 ], Table 11.1 lists formulas for the radial integrals arising from matrix 
elements o f H.
Other cases can be derived by using the formula
-Ph
ra d 1( (5.32)
and taking derivatives or integrating w ith respect Xo a  ox p  to raise or lower the powers 
o f q and Tj . For example
29




1 _ 1  
a  p
2
o ' -0 ^
(5.33)





5.3.3 Integral Recursion Relations
In this section, we present a new recursion relation, which w ill be tested against the 
known results from equation (5.30).
We start w ith
(5.36)
For «  > we can expand the denominator to get
2 j  1 ) P^P”-^ \n p  + a"\R
a y=iv«y ; = 0  \Cl- J
a }  (5.37)
where the term or" In a  is the 7  = 0 contribution from the first summation. Then equation
(5.37) is then equal to
30
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4 H - 1 ) =  , !
- 7  r-n \a • e (
' I ]
27




n { n - \ )  n\
In a
(5.38)
I f  we differentiate this at least onee w ith respect to P , the last term vanishes. The first 
term can be differentiated a + 1  times w ith respect to a  w ithout change in order to rise 
the power o f to .
The final result can be written in the form
d’’
. . . A ' . (
 ̂  ̂ dp'’ n { n - \ )  ^
(5.39)
then
I , { a , b - l ) ^ - P - . [ p ‘ l ._ , {a ,b - l) - 2 / ib I ,_ , (a .b -2 )  + b { b - - [ } J , _ , { a . b - i j ]  (5.40) 
nyn — l)' -
This recursion relation is valid for b> \ and any a.
Interchanging the roles o f a, b, a, P  gives us the equivalent formula in the form
P ( a - \ , b ) =  y -  -r r  ( a - h b ) -  2aal„_^ { a - 2 , b )  + a { a - \ )  {a -  3,6)1 (5.41)
n\n — \ j
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6 Results and Discussion
This section details the various cusp results for helium and helium like ions using the tria l 
wave functions consisting o f double and trip le basis sets o f Hylleraas functions. 
Furthermore this section shows the results from testing the numerical stability o f the 
integral recursion relations.
The state o f an atom is written in the general form ZnqL where Z  is the atomic 
number, n is the energy level o f the exited electron, q = 1  means the singlet state and 
q = 3 is the trip le t state, and L - S ,  P, D, F, G, ... denotes the orbital o f the exited 
electron. For example the state 2115' refers to the ground state o f Z  = 2 helium, 
2235 refers to the ls2p^P state o f helium, and the state 18115 refers to the H I s' ground 
state o f Z  = 18 argon. EN stands for electron-nucleus cusps, EE for electron-electron 
cusps, and N is for number o f basis functions.
The exact cusp values are
=  (6.1) 
where Py is the reduced mass, and g, is the charge o f particle i. The cusp conditions o f 
tria l wave functions are given by




The follow ing tables and figures summarize the cusp values for double and trip le basis 
sets o f Hylleraas type functions for helium and helium like ions.
Figure 3 clearly shows that increasing number o f basis fxmctions give better results. 
Figures 4-11 are very important because they show that without changing the number o f 
basis functions, the tria l wave functions constructed w ith trip le basis sets Hylleraas type 
functions give better results than the one constructed w ith double basis sets. Figures 12- 
15 show this result for different atomic numbers (Z  = 2 t o Z  = 18).
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Table 1: Cusp Conditions of a Trial Functions with 2 Basis Sets for Finite Nuclear Mass
EN
N A Vij Cij
1118PS- 714 5.210820877920E-01 5.210820601166E-01 5.311140748267E-08
1118H- 714 5.169443737680E-01 5.169451633445E-01 -1.527389864588E-06
2118 674 7.10949020181OE-01 7.109488601178E-01 2.251397303056E-07
3118 674 7.972652677930E-01 7.972651327288E-01 1.694097754730E-07
4118 674 8.232345372535E-01 8.232345136221E-01 2.870555060319E-08
5118 674 8.735815505600E-01 8.735815592524E-01 -9.949925181045E-09
6118 674 8.936598647450E-01 8.936598881213E-01 -2.615764949500E-08
7118 674 9.082451806290E-01 9.082452005602E-01 -2.194460333547E-08
8118 674 9.193171510210E-01 9.193172267076E-01 -8.232875115339E-08
9118 674 9.280074021270E-01 9.280074132371 E-01 -1.197151544340E-08
10118 674 9.350091029080E-01 9.350090692388E-01 3.600960488518E-08
11118 674 9.407705163670E-01 9.407705254874E-01 -9.694645013288E-09
12118 674 9.455941571430E-01 9.455941807235E-01 -2.493726450694E-08
13118 674 9.496916682430E-01 9.496916365594E-01 3.336164408996E-08
14118 674 9.532154453590E-01 9.532154562470E-01 -1.142265325321E-08
15118 674 9.562780785240E-01 9.562780827873E-01 -4.458425862497E-09
16118 674 9.58964487561OE-01 9.589644905324E-01 -3.098901230006E-09
17118 674 9.613399786200E-01 9.613399767385E-01 1.957308206641E-09
18118 674 9.634555614300E-01 9.634555610842E-01 3.587961315918E-10
m S P s -  714 4.297622081830E-03
111SH- 714 8.595524355780E-03
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Table 2: Cusp Conditions of a Trial Functions with 2 Basis Sets for Infinite Nuclear Mass
EN
N Vij Cij
msps- 714 5.169581135800E-01 5.169588976040E-01 -1.516607862527E-06
211S 674 7.109539283170E-01 7.109537331077E-01 2.745737928601 E-07
311S 674 7.972674982370E-01 7.972673473033E-01 1.893135442696E-07
511S 674 8.735825109630E-01 8.735825330496E-01 -2.52827533631 IE-08
611S 674 8.936606195470E-01 8.936606833368E-01 -7.138021352820E-08
711S 674 9.0824574591 OOE-01 9.082458131447E-01 -7.402707503337E-08
811S 674 9.193175882000E-01 9.193176125133E-01 -2.644761830460E-08
911S 674 9.280077334380E-01 9.280077462143E-01 -1.376799883994E-08
1011S 674 9.350093891640E-01 9.350094040945E-01 -1.596873191701 E-08
m is 674 9.407707437470E-01 9.407707515561 E-01 -8.300902010380E-09
12118 674 9.455943582950E-01 9.455943915020E-01 -3.511732507275E-08
1311S 674 9.496918342600E-01 9.496918301134E-01 4.365797805053E-09
14118 674 9.532155941060E-01 9.532155994013E-01 -5.555055984036E-09
15118 674 9.562782041590E-01 9.562781905755E-01 1.420448638101E-08
16118 674 9.589646021700E-01 9.589646022599E-01 -9,344743838586E-11
17118 674 9.613400772980E-01 9.613400695830E-01 8.025081122162E-09
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Table 4; Cusp Conditions of a Trial Functions with 3 Basis Sets for Infinite Nuclear Mass
EN
N A ViJ Cij
1118PS- 630 5.16958056250E-01 5.16956699524E-01 8.91250938134E-07
111SH- 630 5.16958056250E-01 5.16956699524E-01 2.6244480001 IE-06
2118 676 7.10953926145E-01 7.10953731741E-01 2.73441527267E-07
3118 676 7.97267492854E-01 7.97267125772E-01 4.60425097218E-07
4118 676 8.44213317381 E-01 8.44213105163E-01 2.51379452715E-07
5118 676 8.73582508809E-01 8.73582416581 E-01 1.05574618432E-07
6118 676 8.93660612360E-01 8.93660454300E-01 1.76867902012E-07
7118 676 9.08245740028E-01 9.08245529295E-01 2.32022291932E-07
8118 676 9.19317587019E-01 9.19317542439E-01 4.84915847589E-08
10118 676 9.35009386744E-01 9.35009278351 E-01 1.15926980908E-07
11118 676 9.40770741835E-01 9.40770608894E-01 1.41310882309E-07
12118 676 9.45594357387E-01 9.45594324143E-01 3.51570937559E-08
13118 676 9.49691832883E-01 9.49691772470E-01 6.36136557816E-08
16118 676 9.58964600660E-01 9.58964524013E-01 7.99262397060E-08
17118 676 9.61340076623E-01 9.61340014744E-01 6.43671089174E-08
18118 676 9.63455641936E-01 9.63455572214E-01 7.23665525643E-08
m S P s -  630 8.60166250427E-03
111SH- 630 8.60166250427E-03
211S 676 4.17617306660E-02
31 IS  676 6.21014373390E-02
4118 676 7.47549511418E-02
5118 676 8.3250750781 IE-02
6118 676 8.93178695501 E-02
7118 676 9.38577044571 E-02
8118 676 9.73787335970E-02
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Figure 3: Comparison o f Electron-Nucleus to Electron-Electron Cusp o f 21 IS for 2 Basis 
Sets for In fin ite  Nuclear Mass
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Figure 4: Comparison o f 11 IS Ps- o f 2 to 3 Basis Sets Trial Wave Functions for Finite 
Nuclear Mass for Electron-Nucleus Cusp
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Figure 5: Comparison o f 11 IS Ps- o f 2 to 3 Basis Sets Trial Functions for Fin ite Nuclear 
Mass for Electron-Electron Cusp
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Figure 6: Comparison o f 11 IS Ps- o f 2 to 3 Basis Sets Trial Wave Functions for Infinite 
Nuclear Mass for Electron-Nucleus Cusp
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Figure 7: Comparison o f 11 IS Ps- o f 2 to 3 Basis Sets Trial Functions for In fin ite  
Nuclear Mass for Electron-Electron Cusp
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Figure 8: Comparison o f 211S He o f 2 to 3 Basis Sets Trial Wave Functions for Infinite 
Nuclear Mass for Electron-Nucleus Cusp
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Figure 9: Comparison o f 211S He o f 2 to 3 Basis Sets Trial Functions for In fin ite  Nuclear 
Mass for Electron-Electron Cusp
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Figure 10: Comparison o f 211S He o f 2 to 3 Basis Sets Trial Wave Functions for Finite 
Nuclear Mass for Electron-Nucleus Cusp
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Figure 11; Comparison o f 21 IS He o f 2 to 3 Basis Sets Trial Wave Functions for Finite 
Nuclear Mass for Electron-Electron Cusp
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Figure 12: Comparison o f Electron-Electron Cusps o f D ifferent Ions for 2 Basis N=674 
and 3 Basis N=676 for Finite Nuclear Mass
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Figure 13; Comparison o f Electron-Electron Cusps o f D ifferent Ions for 2 Basis N=674 
and 3 Basis N=676 for In fin ite  Nuclear Mass
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Figure 14: Comparison o f Electron-Nucleus Cusps o f D ifferent Ions for 2 Basis N=44 
and N=1262 for Infin ite Nuclear Mass
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Figure 15: Comparison o f Electron-Electron Cusps o f D ifferent Ions for 2 Basis N=269 
and N=1565 for Finite Nuclear Mass
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Furthermore, we tested the numerical stability o f the integral recursion relations 
for helium and helium-like ions. Table 5 shows these results, a, b and c are the powers o f 
r , , ^ 2  and respectively and a ,P  are the nonlinear parameters. 7j is the integral 
calculated using equations (5.30) and (5.38). ERROR is calculated as
ERROR xIO,16 (6.4)
where p  is the integral in  equation (5.30).
Table 5: Test o f the Numerical Stability o f the Integral Recursion Relations for Helium 
and Helium-like ions
a b c a/p ERROR
-1 0 -1 1 5.63074420595400E-03 4.62
-1 1 -1 1 3.2520799869371OE-03 21.34
-1 4 5 1 3.41604306538101E-01 6.50
0 4 5 1 2.16499302098187E-01 5.13
2 3 4 1 4.11421665637773E-02 1.69
3 5 5 1 1.18536106997376E+00 7.49
10 9 2 1 5.48456919534998E+02 14.51
10 10 10 1 1.89573634175113E+09 8.80
1 1 1 0.1 7.27869407827330E-03 2.38
1 1 7 0.1 4.46916694593551 E+02 3.82
2 3 4 0.1 1.25035545600000E+00 1.78
3 5 5 0.1 3.84360660011108E+01 1.85
2 6 6 0.1 3.19046428882943E+01 3.34
2 10 9 0.1 5.61159600621030E+04 2.59
4 4 2 0.1 7.35436800000000E-01 4.53
5 3 7 0.1 1.53240903785023E+06 4.56
7 7 5 0.1 4.68001538786737E+05 9.95
9 6 2 0.1 3.88900528128000E+04 7.48
10 9 2 0.1 5.02096742616268E+05 5.80
1 1 1 10 9.63195956560344E-02 4.74
1 1 7 10 1.46972928775525E+04 4.39
2 3 4 10 4.39500095999999E+02 3.18
2 6 6 10 1.05421235535544E+08 4.35
2 10 9 10 6.17485616554780E+16 25.40
3 5 5 10 2.32543265679358E+05 5.74
4 4 2 10 9.74937599999999E+00 8.34
5 3 7 10 7.17486545023380E+04 4.86
7 7 5 10 7.20492142787354E+06 18.06
9 6 2 10 2.67226457702400E+02 4.24
10 9 2 10 5.02096742616268E+05 23.35
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7 Suggestions for Future Work
The first suggestion for future work would be to study o f three-particle coalescences. The 
three-particle coalescences are described by the Fock expansion [38]. For the S-states o f 
helium-like ions, the expansion is o f the form
IJ/A
y=o k=o
\ \ / 2
where R =  ̂ is the hyperradius.
Another suggestion for future work would be to study the cusp conditions for molecular 
wave functions, for example, diatomic molecules. Also, the derivation o f cusp conditions 
for non-Coulombic interactions is another important case.
Integral recursion relations are very important for calculating the matrix elements 
o f the Hamiltonian. In this work, recursion relations are only derived for positive powers 
o f radial distances. Future work should calculate recursion relations for negative powers 
o f Tj2  that are d ifficu lt to calculate directly.
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8 Conclusion
Kato cusp conditions are important for a number o f reasons. First, they give some 
rigorous information on the exact cusp o f the wave functions, which can help in choosing 
good tria l wave functions. Secondly, these conditions provide a useful test o f the 
accuracy o f the variational wave funetion near electron-nucleus and electron-electron 
cusps. Overall, including three Hylleraas type functions in the basis set has given better 
results for cusp conditions than the double basis sets. For trip le basis sets, the cusp 
conditions are satisfied to about 2ppb for the electron-nucleus cusps and 23ppb for the 
electron-electron cusps.
Finally, the recursion relations make possible the construction o f general 
integration routines to handle most o f the matrix elements encountered in two electron 
problems. In this work, testing the integral reeursion relations for helium and helium like 
ions has shown the numerical stability o f these relations.
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